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This invention comprises improvements 
in folding chairs and the like an important 
object of the invention being to provide a 
chair or seat having a back rest which can 

5 be moved to di?erent degrees of inclination 
' automatically by the person occupying said 

chair without the necessity ofrising there 
from or manipulating any adjusting device. 
Another object of the invention is to pro 

10 vide in a chair or the like improved means 
for collapsing same‘, and also novel means 
for converting same into a table or desk. 
According to the present invention a fold 

ing chair or the like is provided wherein the 
15 seat is adaptedto swing or pivot to and fro 

in parallel planes relatively to the chair legs 
or supports. ' V a , ' . 

Each side of thechair frame embodies a 
parallelogram of_which the seat frame con 

20 stitutes a pa'rtgadapted tov swing or' pivot 
relatively to’ the chair legs, another’part of 
the parallelogram being extended upwards, 
to form a back rest frame, said frame‘ being 
tilted to varied degrees ofinclination simul 

‘25 taneously with the movement of. the seat 
frame. " 

Advantageously the front part of each 
parallelogram is extended downwards and 
provided with a foot rest, and the arrange 

30 ment is such that a person occupying the seat 
can by applying forward pressure to the foot 
rest and rearward pressure to the back rest 
automatically swing the seat forwards and 

V_ adjust the inclination of the back without 
35‘ rising from the seat. 

Simple means are also provided for en 
abling the entire chair or seat to be collapsed 
and folded up when not in use. 
For the purpose of more fully describing 

the nature of this invention reference will 
now be made to the accompanying draw» 
ings, wherein : 
Figure 1 illustrates in side elevation a 

. folding chair in the erected position. 
45' Figure 2 illlustrates the chair when folded 

or collapsed. 
Figure 3 is an enlarged detail view illus 

trating in perspective one method of connect 
. f ing a chair leg to the chair arm so as to per 

50’ mit of folding thereof. 

Figure 4 is a detail view illustratinglin 
sectional ‘side elevation a modi?ed 'formfof 
foot rest.’ ' > ‘ ‘_ I 

In one method of carrying out the inven 
tion the chair or the like is mounted upon in B5 
tersecting legs 1, 2 which are pivotally con-1 . 
nected together at the point of intersection‘, 
one pair of ‘such legs being provided at each 
side of the chair. One legvl of each pair is 
pivoted at its upper end to a member 3a on‘ 
a horizontal side arm or bar 3 a suitable dis- 

‘ tance above the seat frame 4, which side arms 
3 constitute the arm rests, while the upper 
end of the other leg 2 is so connectedto saidv 
side arm 3 orpart thereon as to be disconé 
nected therefrom at willpfor enabling the 
‘legs to be folded alongside each otherrat the 
sides when the chair is out of use. .» 
Each upstanding side bar of the back rest 

frame 5 is pivoted to a plate or part‘ 36 at 
the rear end of each ‘side arm 8 and to the 
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rear of each side of the seat frame 4 and ex- ‘ 
tends below same, the said seat frame 4 and‘ 
side arms 3 being pivotally conne'ctediat the 
front to'the down bars 6 of the foot rest._ In, 
this way a ‘frame of parallelogrammic for‘ 
mation is provided at each side of the‘ chair,“ 
the seat connecting’ together the lower links 
of the parallelograms. Thus the portions 
of the back pieces 5 below the pivots 3b, and 
the upper portions of the down bars 6 that 
carry the foot rest7 constitute frame pieces 
extending downwardly below the arm rests,; 
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to which the seat frame is pivotally connected 7 
at its ends. I - 

The foot rest proper 7 is secured either 
as 

pivotally or rigidly'to portions'of the afore-‘ ‘ I 
said down bars 6 extending below'the seat,' 
andthe arrangement 'is‘such thatv if, a per 
son seated on the chair bears back’ upon the " 
back rest 5 and forwardly with thevfeet upon 
the‘ foot rest 7, the seat 4 is swung'forward 
horizontally and, the back rest 5 is moved‘to 
any required degree of inclinationp-f > . ‘ 
One method of‘ releasably connecting the 

‘ legsin the erectedposition is'by formingpn, 
the underside of each horizontal sidearm?f 
at a position towards its ‘front end ar'ecessv 8‘ 
which is preferably lined, with sheet metal. 8a. 
into which recess the upper ‘end of the leg 2 
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is adapted closely to ?t; said leg being pref 
erably capped with metal as at 2a. That 
part of the side arm 3 extending in front of 
the recess 8 is preferably of reduced depth, 
and beneath said reduced part is secured a 
piece of strip metal 9, suitably spaced parale 
lel with the underface of the arm 3 so, as to 
provide a guide-way or run-way for a pin or 
roller 10 extending between parallel links 1.1 
by’ means of-which the leg 2 is connected to, 
thearm 3. l V J V 7 

When the chair is erected the upper end 
of leg 2 ?ts snugly within the recess'8. in the 
arm 3 as shown in Figure 1,‘ the connecting 
links 11 beinghorizontal or approximately 
80. When the chair is to be folded the upper 
end of leg 2 is released from recess 8 and the 
roll-er‘or connecting pin 10 of the link 11 
traversed forwardly along the run-way .9. 
When in thisposition the legs 1 and 2 ‘can be 

< 7' brought into a horizontal position side by side 
as shown'in Figure 2. a a 

If‘ desired the foot rest proper 7 may be 
connected to the down ‘arms 6 therefore so 
that the height of said rest relatively to the 

‘ arms can be adjusted; and in one such ar 

do WI 
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3 across the seat frame. 

rangement pins or the like 15 at each end of 
the rest may 'coact with the teeth of ratchet 
plates 16 secured to the down arms, (see 
Figure 4,). “ ' ‘ ’ 

i The intersecting legs‘atone side of the 
chair are preferably connected with'those at 
the other side by‘cross pieces 17, as also may‘ 
be the side bars'of the back frame and of 

4 . the foot rest. ' 

Adyantageously a canvas sheet 18 constiut-. 
ing theback rest proper is attached to the 
top cross bar of the back frame 5 and ex? 
tends down to and forwardly over the seat 
frameiéi and if desired to the cross bar 17 of" 

' the foot rest'frame 6, said canvas. being of‘ 
su?icientlen'gth to permit of the, back bein 
tilted toany requireddegree. A piece of cor 
'19 or the like secured at orv near the rear-end 
of each sideof the seat frame 4 maybe passed 
transversely over this canvas 18 to’hold same 
down, A double thickness of’canvas may be 
provided on the seat, and this may be accom 
plished by securing‘ a second canvas piece 

If desired the back 
frame 5. may be swung, forwardly over’ the 
seat’so as to, lie approximately in the plane 
of thearm rests 8, and vWhen sopositioned a, 
suitably shaped board or. member may be’ 
?tted thereon sofas to convert the chair into 
atableor deskr ‘ .' v ' 
The arm rests 3‘ are advantageously formed 

of ‘substantial width at their‘upperfparts and 
it will be appreciated that during the pivotal 

.: or swinging movement of the seat, back and 
foot rest7v said arms are retained stationary 
and can thus’ be "employed for supporting 
articles, if desired.‘ f ‘ " I l ‘ 
The releasable locking meansfor the chair 

legeare such as willpermitof thechair when 
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erected being lifted and carried without col 
lapsing. ' 

What I claim is: 
1. A folding chair or the like comprising in 

combination two pairs of intersecting fold 
able legs,‘ arm rests connected with and sup 
ported by the upper ends of the. legs, frame 
pieces pivotally connected to the arm rests 
and extending below the same, a seat-portion 
pivotally c'onnectedtat: its ends to» the said‘: 
frame pieces whereby it is adapted toii'swing 
to and fro relatively to said legs and. arm-rest, 
one leg of‘ each pair being pivotally connected 
with an arm rest while the remaining leg of 
each'pair is releas-ably connected with said 
arm rest,‘ so as to. permit of-the legs being 
folded,,a back rest adapted to‘be. tilted to: 
varying» degrees of inclination ‘and connected 
with the'said frame piecesso, as to cause simul 
taneous movement, thereof and of‘ the seat 
portion with the back rest‘, one, arm rest,‘ at " 
least, being formedwith a» esocketrlike recess, 
into which fits the upper end of a leg, the leg 
being entirely releasable from, such recess, to 
permit folding of the chair, andmea'ns'for 
guiding and directing the movements; of the 
end of the leg‘ after such release, ’ ‘ ' , 

2-, A folding chair or the, like, ; such as 
claimed in. Qla'iim 1 With this addition; that the 
upper end of one leg'of each'intersecting pair 
is connected‘ by a pivoted link to, a, runway 
carried by an arm restv and that said link is 
adapted to traverse said runway. {' ' 

' 3.! A folding chair. or the like such. as 
Claimed in claim 1' with this; additilo'nmthatjthe 
releasable leg which coacts; with the recess. in 
an arm. rest is combined Witha pivoted. link 
that unites theleg, with. the armrest and oper 
ates to retain‘ the leg‘ from oomplete'disrl 
connection from thearm ‘rest; f ,, _ ' f ‘ 
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